WILLIAM R. POLK
William R. Polk is a veteran foreign policy consultant, author, and professor of Middle Eastern studies. President Kennedy appointed Polk to the State Department’s Policy Planning Council where he served during the Cuban Missile Crisis. He has written a number of books, including: Violent Politics: Insurgency and Terrorism; Neighbors and Strangers: The Fundamentals of Foreign Affairs; Understanding Iraq; Understanding Iran; Distant Thunder: Reflections on the Dangers of Our Times; and Humpty Dumpty: The Fate of Regime Change.

AMERICA CONFRONTS THE POST-IMPERIAL WORLD

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1
Snow White’s Mirror: What We See and What Others See. How Both War and Altruism Shaped American Image Of Ourselves and Set a Pattern of Foreign Policy

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5
How, from Our Earliest Days, We Have Been Beset by Fear of Violence and Have Increasingly Put Our Faith in Military Force

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Is Our Quest for Affordable World Security Feasible and What Can We Do To Make It More Likely?

4:30pm
ISPS, 77 Prospect, Room A002
For more information, visit macmillan.yale.edu
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